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IN THE COUNTY COURT OF THE THIRTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 
IN AND FOR HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA 

SMALL CLAIMS DIVISION 

Sophia Booker, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

Plain Green, LLC, and 
Harlan Gopher Baker, 

Defendants. 
______________________________/

Case Number: 2019-CC-63352 

Division: M 

FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT & JURY TRIAL DEMAND 

COMES NOW the Plaintiff, Sophia Booker (“Ms. Booker”), by and through her attorneys, 

Seraph Legal, P.A., and complains of the Defendants, Plain Green, LLC (“Plain Green”) and 

Harlan Gopher Baker (“Baker”) (collectively “Defendants”), stating as follows: 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

1. This is an action for damages that do not exceed $8,000.00, brought by Ms. Booker 

against Plain Green for violations of the Florida Consumer Collections Practices Act, Section 

559.55, Florida Statutes, et. seq. (“FCCPA”) and the Florida Civil Remedies for Criminal 

Practices Act, Section 772.104, Florida Statutes (“CRCPA”), and against Baker for violations of 

the CRCPA. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

2. Jurisdiction arises under the FCCPA, Section 559.77(1), Florida Statutes, the 

CRCPA, Section 772.104, Florida Statutes, and Section 34.01, Florida Statutes.
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3. The Defendants are subject to the provisions of the FCCPA and the CRCPA, and 

are subject to the jurisdiction of this Court pursuant to Section 48.193, Florida Statutes. 

4. Venue is proper in Hillsborough County, Florida because the acts complained of 

were committed and/or caused by the Defendants in Hillsborough County. 

PARTIES 

5. Ms. Booker is a natural person residing in Tampa, Hillsborough County, Florida 

and is a “consumer” as defined by the FCCPA, Section 559.55(8), Florida Statutes. 

6. Plain Green claims to be “a wholly owned company of the Chippewa Cree Tribe 

of Rocky Boy’s Indian Reservations, Montana” and has a primary business address of 93 Mack 

Road, Suite 660, Box Elder, MT 59521. 

7. However, the notion that the Chippewa Cree Tribe (the “Chippewa Tribe”) is 

actually owned by the tribe, and operated primarily for the benefit of the Chippewa Tribe, is a 

façade. See Gingras v. Think Fin., Inc., 922 F.3d 112 (2d Cir. 2019) (“Plain Green is a payday 

lending entity cleverly designed to skirt federal and state consumer protection laws under the cloak 

of tribal sovereign immunity.”) 

8. Baker is a natural person who on information and belief, resides on or near tribal 

land of the Chippewa Tribe.  

9. Baker is Chairman of the Chippewa Cree Tribal Business Committee. As 

Chairman, Baker is personally involved in the business decisions of the Chippewa Tribe, including 

the decision to conduct business in the payday lending industry with Plain Green. 
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FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

10. On or about January 4, 2019, Ms. Booker took out a loan with Plain Green in the 

amount of $1,000, to be repaid bi-weekly in 30 installments of $138.19. SEE PLAINTIFF’S 

EXHIBIT A. 

11. The loan charged an interest rate of 378% or greater. Id.

12. Plain Green thus sought to collect $4,145.70 in payments on a $1,000 loan, over a 

period of a little more than one year. 

13. The proceeds from the loan’s funding, as well as the biweekly payments, were 

automatically credited or debited from Ms. Booker’s checking account via Automated Clearing 

House (“ACH”) debit. 

Usury – Loansharking – Is Illegal in Florida 

14. The State of Florida has long recognized that the lending of money at usurious 

interest rates is immoral, harmful, and contrary to public policy. 

15. Section 687.071, Florida Statutes renders the issuing of a loan with annual interest 

rates greater than 45% a felony. 

16. Section 687.071(7), Florida Statutes renders any such usurious loan unenforceable 

in Florida, sating “No extension of credit made in violation of any of the provisions of this section 

shall be an enforceable debt in the courts of this state.” 

17. Florida’s usury statutes “protect against the oppression of debtors through 

excessive rates of interest charged by lenders.” Sheehy v. Franchise Tax Bd., 84 Cal.App.4th 280, 

283, 100 Cal. Rptr. 2d 760 (2000). Any person who willfully makes such a loan, in addition to 

criminal sanctions, forfeits the right to collect payment for the loan, as such loans are “void as 
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against the public policy of the state as established by its Legislature.” Richter Jewelry Co. v. 

Schweinert, 169 So. 750, 758-59 (Fla. 1935). 

18. As aforementioned, Ms. Booker’s loan charged 378% annual interest and is 

therefore usurious and unenforceable against Ms. Booker under Florida Law. 

19. Ms. Booker’s loan is thus an “unlawful debt” as defined under the CRCPA, Section 

772.102(2)(a)(3). 

20. Despite this, Plain Green made multiple communications to Ms. Booker in Florida, 

through phone, e-mail and postal mail, each one of which claimed the loan was enforceable against 

her in Florida and that she had a legally-binding contract to repay the debt. SEE PLAINTIFF’S 

EXHIBITS B and C.

Plain Green is a Façade for Non-Tribal Loansharks 

21. Pursuant to the terms of the loan, the lender was Plain Green, LLC. 

22. However, Plain Green was born as a reincarnation of a payday lender known as 

Think Finance, which itself was previously known as Think Cash. 

23. Think Finance was operated by Kenneth Rees (“Rees”) and offered payday loans 

at interest rates which frequently exceeded 400 percent annual interest.  

24. In an effort to dodge state usury laws, Rees partnered with a federally chartered 

bank, the First Bank of Delaware (“FBOD”), which, as a federally chartered bank, was governed 

by the National Bank Act which pre-empted Florida law on the issue of usurious lending. 

25. Rees and Think Cash used the FBOD under the cover of the National Bank Act, 

paying the bank a portion of the revenue generated from their usurious loans. 

26. Such schemes are commonly called “rent-a-bank” operations. 
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27. The “rented” bank provides no true service, such as underwriting or collection, for 

the loan. 

28. Although Rees claimed that the FBOD was the lender of Think Cash’s payday 

loans, FBOD did not finance the loans. 

29. By early 2011, the “rent-a-bank” model had become unviable for Think Cash, due 

in large part to increased government scrutiny of the FBOD and other similar banks who engaged 

in such lending models.  

30. In 2012, FBOD was stripped of its banking charter and fined $15 million for 

engaging in various fraudulent schemes and money laundering. 

31. Rees and Think Cash thus needed a new cover for their usurious lending practices. 

32. L. Stephen Haynes and his eponymous company, Haynes Investments, LLC 

(“Haynes Investments”) also became involved in lending operations. 

33. Haynes is not a member of the Chippewa Tribe. 

34. Haynes’s biography published on his company’s website indicates that he “is one 

of the leading business executives in Native American project finance.” 

35. Haynes Investments provided $2,000,000 in financing for Think Finance, which 

Think Finance then used to fund Plain Green loans. 

36. Additional funding of more than $100,000,000 eventually came through Victory 

Park Capital Advisors, LLC (“Victory Park”), a Chicago-based private equity firm. 

37. Rees et. al approached the Chippewa Tribe, a small, impoverished group in a 

remote part of Montana, with a population, according to the 2010 census, of 3,323, spread across 

more than 171 square miles of land. 
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38. The Chippewa Tribe’s lands, in Box Elder, Montana are treated as “tribal,” 

allowing the Chippewa Tribe to pass and create its own laws as though it were a foreign 

jurisdiction. 

39. Rees formed a partnership between Think Finance and the Chippewa Tribe, and 

Plain Green was created. 

40. Think Finance, in turn, was funded by Haynes Investments and Victory Park. 

41. A business model was worked out where Plain Green – on its face, a Tribally-owed 

entity – issued online payday loans, with a third-party, non-Tribal entity then almost immediately 

purchasing the loans from Plain Green; the third-party entity refunded 99% of the loan amount to 

Haynes Investments, which also received additional interest payments on the money loaned to the 

Tribe and referral fees based on the revenues collected on the loan. 

42. Thus, although Plain Green executed the loan agreements, Think Finance, Haynes 

Investments, and other non-Tribal entities actually funded and controlled the lending operation. 

43. Between December 2011 and June 2012, Haynes Investments received a monthly 

profit between $131,555 and $166,714 from its participation in the Tribal lending venture; thus, 

Haynes Investments was making a nearly 90% annual return on its initial investment of 

$2,000,000. 

44. Unsurprisingly, Haynes Investments later increased the amount it loaned to the 

lending operation to $20,000,000. 

45. However, Haynes did not simply just invest money; rather, he played a critical role 

in facilitating the continued financial well-being of Plain Green. 
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46. The Department of Justice, as well as other state and federal regulators, began to 

investigate banks which processed ACH payments for online payday lenders in and around 2012 

and 2013. 

47. As the result of such investigations, many banks became unwilling to process ACH 

payments for online payday lenders like Plain Green. 

48. Haynes met with several potential banks who indicated they might be willing to 

process ACH transactions and thus found a way for Plain Green to continue to operate. Plain 

Green’s Operations Not Substantially on Tribal Land

49. To avoid state usury laws, Plain Green claims that its loans are regulated by the 

Chippewa Tribe and that the Chippewa Tribe’s sovereign laws, not those of the United States or 

any individual state or territory, govern the terms of its loans. 

50. While contrary to both Florida and Montana law, tribal law allegedly allows Plain 

Green to charge consumers interest rates at or exceeding 378% per year on its loans to Florida 

consumers. 

51. However, the notion that Plain Green operates primarily in the “sovereign nation” 

of the Chippewa Tribe is without merit. 

52. Plain Green offers payday loans to Florida residents, as well as residents of other 

states, over the internet. 

53. Online “payday” lending, including those loans issued by Plain Green, does not 

occur on an Indian reservation, regardless of whether certain administrative aspects are addressed 

on the Chippewa Tribe’s land. 

54. A significant majority of the transaction occurs within the state of Florida – from 

completing the application to receiving the funds. 
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55. Consumers generally acquire these loans without leaving their own home. 

56. Indeed, Ms. Booker’s Loans were allegedly taken out at her home in Tampa, 

Florida, and the loaned funds were deposited into her bank account in Tampa, Florida. 

57. Recently, federal appellate courts have held that where a consumer is located when 

he or she hits “submit” via an online portal with a Native American tribe determines where the 

transaction takes place for jurisdictional purposes. California v. Iipay Nation of Santa Ysabel, 898 

F.3d 960, 968 (9th Cir. 2018) (“However, the patrons' act of placing a bet or wager on a game of 

DRB while located in California constitutes gaming activity that is not located on Indian lands, 

violates the UIGEA, and is not protected by IGRA.”) 

58. Ms. Booker has never set foot on tribal land or visited the state of Montana. 

59. Thus, Ms. Booker’s loan occurred in Florida, and is governed by the laws of the 

State of Florida. 

60. While Plain Green lists the Chippewa Tribe as its majority owner in order to claim 

sovereign immunity, in reality, it was created by, and for the overwhelming benefit of, Think 

Finance, which itself was funded and partners with other lenders and private equity funds. 

61. However, at some point in or around 2017, Plain Green claims to have discontinued 

its relationship with Think Finance.  

62. Likely, this was because Think Finance was forced into bankruptcy proceedings, 

as the direct result of litigation brought by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) 

as well as the Pennsylvania Attorney General, Josh Shapiro. 

63. However, Plain Green is still operated substantially by, and for the benefit of, 

nontribal members. 
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64. The Chippewa Tribe -- which has few members and few assets—had no ability to 

replace the $100 million of capitalization needed to fund loans and manage capital expenses. 

65. In essence, the Chippewa Tribe simply changed tenants and rented itself out to 

other, nontribal businesspersons, who continued to substantially manage and operate the business, 

and receive its monetary benefits. 

66. Baker was personally involved in the decision to “change tenants” so that Plain 

Green could continue to operate as a “tribal” lender.  

67. While Plain Green does conduct some nominal operations in Box Elder, Montana, 

the critical aspects of Plain Green’s business occur on non-Tribal lands. 

68. For example, employee reviews of Plain Green posted on Indeed.com, one of the 

largest employment websites in the United States, do not list Box Elder, Montana as a work 

location. Indeed, one reviewer, a “senior database developer” working for Plain Green lists 

Scottsdale, Arizona as his/her work location, while a “debt recovery specialist” lists Buffalo, New 

York as his/her work location. 

69. Beyond this, the new non-Tribal investors in Plain Green receive the overwhelming 

share of profits, similar to the Chippewa Tribe’s arrangements with Think Finance. 

Plain Green Has No Legitimate Sovereign Immunity from Florida Law

70. An entity which functions as an arm of the tribe shares that tribe’s sovereign 

immunity. See Breakthrough Mgmt. Grp., Inc. v. Chukchansi Gold Casino & Resort, 629 F.3d 

1173, 1183 (10th Cir. 2010), (holding “tribal sovereign immunity may extend to subdivisions of a 

tribe, including those engaged in economic activities, provided that the relationship between the 

tribe and the entity is sufficiently close to properly permit the entity to share in the tribe's 

immunity”) (emphasis added). 
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71. To determine if a particular entity is entitled to immunity, the majority of courts 

have adopted the framework laid out in Breakthrough, at 1187-88, which analyzed: 

a. [the entities'] method of creation; 

b. their purpose; 

c. their structure, ownership, and management, including the amount of control the 

tribe has over the entities; 

d. whether the tribe intended for the entities to have tribal sovereign immunity; 

e. the financial relationship between the tribe and the entities; and, 

f. whether the purposes of tribal sovereign immunity are served by granting immunity 

to the entities. 

72. Pursuant to the framework laid out in Breakthrough, Plain Green fails in virtually 

every aspect. 

73. At all times relevant, Plain Green employed only a handful of Tribal members who 

worked on the Chippewa Tribe’s lands, while many times more non-Tribal employees worked in 

call centers and offices off Tribal lands, in Texas and elsewhere. 

Method of Creation 

74. With respect to the method of creation and circumstances surrounding it, the 

Chippewa Tribe did not start its own lending enterprise, but rather repurposed an already-existing 

online payday lender, Think Finance, which had operated for years previously under a “rent-a-

bank” scheme. 

75. The repurposing of a pre-existing entity suggests that there is not sovereign 

immunity. See Williams v. Big Picture Loans, LLC, 329 F. Supp. 3d 248, 272 (E.D. Va. 2018) 

(stating “the Tribe was not starting an independent lending operation but rather facilitating the 
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absorption of Red Rock's fully-functioning lending enterprise-which had a decidedly non-tribal 

character”). 

Purpose 

76. Evidence of “the number of jobs [the entity] creates for tribal members or the 

amount of revenue it generates for the tribe” suggests that it is an arm of the tribe, but “evidence 

that the entity engages in activities unrelated to its stated goals or that [it] actually operates to 

enrich primarily persons outside of the tribe or only a handful of tribal leaders” shows the opposite. 

People ex rel. Owen v. Miami Nation Enters., 2 Cal. 5th 222 (Cal. 2016) (emphasis added).

77. Less than 5% of lending revenues actually remained in possession of the Chippewa 

Tribe, with the remainder previously benefiting Think Finance, and now benefiting associated non-

tribal entities. 

78. Thus, the primary purpose that Think Finance had in helping the Chippewa Tribe 

create Plain Green was to enrich itself, not the Chippewa Tribe.  

Structure, Ownership, and Management 

79. Think Finance, and now other non-Tribal entities, exerted and continue to exert 

near unilateral control over the lending business. 

80. Think Finance performed the lion’s share of the work required to run Plain Green, 

as it “provided many critical functions for Plain Green, including marketing, advertising, hosting 

websites, routing customer calls, training customer service agents to handle customer calls 

(including in-person training on the Chippewa Cree reservation), monitoring Plain Green 

employees, providing and maintaining a loan servicing platform, providing and maintaining loan 

origination software, identifying third party collection agencies, and facilitating the sale of 
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delinquent accounts.” See CFPB v. Think Finance, LLC, No. 17-cv-127, 2018 WL 734661 (D. 

Mont. Feb. 2, 2018). Currently, other non-Tribal entities perform substantially similar functions. 

81. Plain Green’s marketing consists mostly of mass-mailing advertisements to 

consumers it identifies as likely targets. 

82. Plain Green generates these marketing leads by prescreening consumer credit 

reports from Trans Union and other consumer credit reporting agencies. 

83. Think Finance analyzed these leads to target consumers who would likely be 

receptive to a “get quick cash” advertisement even if the loan offer had a grossly-usurious interest 

rate. Currently, other non-Tribal entities perform substantially similar functions. 

84. Consumers responded to these advertisements by going online to the websites 

advertised where they provided personal information as part of the application process. 

85. Think Finance ran these advertised websites, using servers located in Think 

Finance’s home state of Texas. Currently, other non-Tribal entities perform substantially similar 

functions. 

86. When a consumer applied for a loan, software owned by TC Decision Sciences, 

LLC, a subsidiary wholly-owned and controlled by Think Finance, would assign a “risk score” to 

the applicant. 

87. On information and belief, Think Finance never revealed to Plain Green how the 

“risk score” was calculated. 

88. Instead, Plain Green’s only involvement in the application approval process was 

setting a minimum score required for approval. 

89. Plain Green had no say in which loans were funded. 

90. Plain Green continues to have no say in which loans are funded. 
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91. On information and belief, Think Finance then arranged for debt collection entities 

- Capital Management Services, L.P., and Yessio, LLC - to collect on past-due loans. 

92. A search of popular employment websites in October 2019, such as glassdoor.com 

and indeed.com shows employment offered in collections of Plain Green loans in Amherst, New 

York, which is near Buffalo. 

93. Think Finance wrote the collection scripts, managed, and supervised all collection 

activity on these delinquent loans.  

94. Thus, all, or nearly all, of Plain Green’s business was the direct result of leads 

created by non-Tribal entities. 

95. Courts have found these facts to be contrary to the successful assertion of sovereign 

immunity. See Williams, 329 F. Supp. 3d at 279 (finding that a similar non-tribal entity exerted 

control over a purportedly tribal payday lender by unilaterally determining the criteria for 

prescreened credit offers). 

Financial Relationship between the Chippewa Tribe and Plain Green 

96. As aforementioned, the Chippewa Tribe receives only a small portion of Plain 

Green’s revenues, at most 5%. 

97. Such a small percentage suggests that Plain Green is not an “arm of the tribe” and 

is thus not entitled to sovereign immunity. 

98. Pursuant to the Breakthrough Court’s analysis, Plain Green is not an “arm of the 

tribe” and cannot escape the purview of state usury laws under the doctrine of sovereign immunity. 

99. As a result of Plain Green’s illegal payday loan operations in Florida, Ms. Booker 

has been subject to multiple collection attempts by phone, mail, and e-mail to Ms. Booker at her 

home in Hillsborough County. 
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100. Each of these communications deceptively claimed that a loan of this nature could 

be collected in Florida by Plain Green. 

101. Many of these communications deceptively claimed that Florida and federal 

consumer protection laws do not apply to the loan because of the supposed sovereign immunity 

granted to Plain Green by the Chippewa Tribe, even though, in reality, no such legitimate sovereign 

immunity exists because Plain Green was not an “arm of the tribe.” 

102. Plain Green’s deceptive communications were intentionally crafted to hoodwink 

Florida consumers into believing that loans with triple-digit interest rates could be legally collected 

from them since they were doing business with an Indian tribe, even though, in reality, they were 

conducting business with non-tribal entities, operating for the benefit of non-tribal members. 

103. Indeed, Plain Green’s business model almost completely rested on deception – that 

it was a tribal entity, that its loans were legal and enforceable, and it had a legal ability to collect 

more than triple the amount of the original $1,000 loan over a period of 13 months. 

104. Plain Green also has a history of deceptively marketing its loans. 

105. For example, Plain Green’s website, www.plaingreenloans.com, accessed on 

November 22, 2015, claimed that its loans were “less expensive” than payday loans. 

106. This statement contained a disclaimer in small print at the bottom, stating “First 

time Plain Green customers typically qualify for an installment loan of $250 to $1,000, with an 

APR of 299.17% to 378.95%, which is less than the average 706.08% APR for a payday loan. For 

example, a $700 loan from Plain Green Loans repaid in 14 bi-weekly installments of $116.63, 

including $932.70 of interest, has an APR of 364.00%. After the 14th successful payment, your 

loan would be paid in full. A typical payday loan of $700 repaid in 14 days has an APR of 706.08% 

and a total payment of $889.58.” 
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107. Bizarrely, Plain Green was claiming that a consumer would somehow be better off 

paying $1,632.70 to Plain Green for a $700 loan, instead of repaying $889.58 on a $700 loan at 

some unnamed “competitor.” 

108. On top of this, Plain Green’s statements purporting the “average” cost of a payday 

loan was 706.08% APR was based on the mathematical average of only three lenders, CashNet 

USA (664.30% APR), CheckNGo (661.77%) and MyCashCenter (792.16%). 

109. CashNet USA is no longer in business as its owner, Scott Tucker, was sentenced to 

16 years in federal prison after his October 13, 2017 conviction on 14 counts of wire fraud, 

racketeering, and money laundering; the charges were directly related to his operation of CashNet 

USA. 

110. CheckNGo is a legitimate Florida payday lender and holds a Money Transmitters 

Part II license from the Florida Office of Financial Regulation, license number FT20700110. 

111. CheckNGo charges a $50 fee for a $500 loan to be repaid within 30 days, which 

corresponds to an APR of 128%, not the 661.77% APR Plain Green claims on its website. 

112. It is inherently deceptive to compare Plain Green’s payday loan costs to those of 

only three specific payday lenders, at least one which was operating in a blatantly illegal manner. 

113. Additionally, Plain Green’s website intentionally overstated the APR charged by 

CheckNGo, in an attempt to make its loan product seem like a “reasonable” alternative. 

114. Plain Green’s website continues to disseminate false and misleading information. 

115. Its website, accessed October 26, 2019, prominently contains “reviews” of its 

services, gathered by Trustpilot. 
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116. Trustpilot’s name is misleading, and it derives nearly all of its revenue by selling 

subscriptions to businesses; in exchange for the more-than-$1,000-a-year fees, Trustpilot provides 

methods for a business to challenge and exclude negative reviews. 

117. It is easy for a business owner to submit fake, positive reviews, since the only the 

business owner can challenge if a review is genuine. 

118. A 2015 investigation by the British Broadcasting Corporation (“BBC”) found that 

Trustpilot previews for another online lending website, Bizzyloans, were nearly all fake, and 

included one authored by a deceased mother of three. 

119. Plain Green’s website accessed on October 26, 2019 featured its Trustpilot reviews, 

ranking it as “excellent,” with 6,380 reviews; one of the three reviews highlighted on Plain Green’s 

website was from the oddly-named individual, “Customer,” suggesting this was not a legitimate 

customer review. 

120. The overwhelming majority of the 6,380 “reviews” written were from profiles who 

had only written a single review – Plain Green; a notable exception are those posting negative 

reviews, many of which were written by profiles indicating they had written reviews of other 

businesses. 

121. Such reviews seek to re-enforce the legitimacy of Plain Green’s business model: 

the company is “well loved” by its customers, and as such, its lending practices of charging near 

or over 400% annual interest could not be that bad. 

122. Plain Green attempted to collect its usurious and unenforceable debt through phone 

calls and emails to Ms. Booker, and by reporting the account to at least one credit reporting agency, 

Trans Union, LLC. 
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123. As aforementioned, Plain Green’s collection attempts against Ms. Booker amount 

to collection of an “unlawful debt” as defined by the CRCPA, Section 772.102(2)(a)(3), Florida 

Statutes. 

124. Plain Green’s entire business, and thus its financial proceeds, are derived from the 

collection of usurious payday loans, such as Ms. Booker’s. 

125. Baker is employed by, and/or associated with Plain Green. 

126. Baker directly participated in Plain Green’s collection of the unlawful debt. 

127. Baker also participated indirectly in Plain Green’s collection of the unlawful debt, 

though his role as Chairman of the Chippewa Tribe Business Committee. 

128. On information and belief, Baker received proceeds derived directly from Plain 

Green's collection of usurious loans, such as Ms. Booker's. 

129. Plain Green’s attempts to withdraw funds from Ms. Booker’s bank account caused 

her to incur overdraft fees of at least $100. 

130. Ms. Booker has hired the aforementioned law firm to represent her in this matter 

and is obligated to pay its reasonable fees or has assigned her right to fees and costs to such firm. 

COUNT I 
VIOLATIONS OF THE FCCPA 

131. Ms. Booker incorporates paragraphs 1 – 130 as if fully stated herein. 

132. Plain Green violated section 559.72(9), Florida Statutes, when they asserted the 

existence of a legal right which does not exist, specifically the right to collect an online payday 

loan requiring 378% annual interest, when such loans are null and void and contrary to public 

policy. 
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133. Plain Green made phone calls and sent emails to Ms. Walker at her home in Tampa, 

Florida in connection with the collection of these loans. 

134. Plain Green acted willfully in issuing a usurious loan to Ms. Booker and pursuing 

collection of the loan in Florida, as Plain Green has been sued before for similar conduct and is 

aware of its illegality. 

135. Plain Green’s conduct renders it liable for the above-stated violations of the 

FCCPA. 

WHEREFORE, Ms. Booker respectfully requests this Honorable Court enter judgment 

against Plain Green, Ordering: 

a. Statutory damages of $1,000.00 pursuant to section 559.77(2), Florida Statutes; 

b. Actual damages, pursuant to section 559.77(2), Florida Statutes; 

c. Injunctive relief prohibiting Plain Green from making any further collection 

attempts which violate Florida law pursuant to section 559.77(2), Florida Statutes; 

d. Reasonable costs and attorneys' fees pursuant to pursuant to Section 559.77(2), 

Florida Statutes; and, 

e. Such other relief that this Court deems just and proper. 

COUNT II 
PLAIN GREEN’S VIOLATIONS OF THE CRCPA 

136. Ms. Booker incorporates paragraphs 1 – 130 as if fully stated herein. 

137. Plain Green violated every subsection of Section 772.103, Florida Statutes, when 

it knowingly engaged in a pattern where it made loans well in excess of 45% interest per annum, 

in clear violation of Florida law, and then proceeded to collect these unlawful debts and obtain 

proceeds therefrom, though phone calls and emails to Ms. Booker at her home in Tampa, Florida 
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and by reporting the loan debt as in collection and owing to Ms. Booker’s Trans Union credit 

report.  

138. Plain Green engaged in the collection of an unlawful debt, and obtained proceeds 

therefrom, with criminal intent, as Plain Green is well aware that its loans are usurious in a number 

of states, including Florida. Plain Green has been sued in the past for such lending and was forced 

to transition away from Think Finance due in part to litigation against Think Finance for similar 

conduct. 

139. Plain Green’s conduct renders it liable for the above-stated violations of Section 

772.103. 

WHEREFORE, Ms. Booker respectfully requests this Honorable Court enter judgment 

against Plain Green, Ordering: 

a. Threefold the amount of actual damages or $200, whichever is greater, pursuant to 

Section 772.104(1), Florida Statutes. 

b. Reasonable costs and attorneys' fees pursuant to pursuant to Section 772.104(1), 

Florida Statutes. 

c. An injunction of Estoppel against Plain Green from engaging in any further action 

in violation of Florida law, pursuant to Section 772.14, Florida Statutes. 

d. Any other relief this Court deems equitable and proper under the circumstances. 

COUNT III 
BAKER’S VIOLATIONS OF THE CRCPA 

140. Ms. Booker incorporates paragraphs 1 – 130 as if fully stated herein. 
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141. Baker violated Section 772.103(3), Florida Statutes, in that he knowingly 

participated, both directly and indirectly, in Plain Green’s collection of an unlawful debt from Ms. 

Booker. 

142. At all times relevant, Baker was employed by or associated with Plain Green. 

143. Baker’s conduct renders him liable for the above-stated violations of Section 

772.103, Florida Statutes. 

WHEREFORE, Ms. Booker respectfully requests this Honorable Court enter judgment 

against Baker, Ordering: 

a. Threefold the amount of actual damages or $200, whichever is greater, pursuant to 

Section 772.104(1), Florida Statutes. 

b. Reasonable costs and attorneys' fees pursuant to pursuant to Section 772.104(1), 

Florida Statutes. 

c. Injunctive relief preventing Baker from participating in the collection of unlawful 

debts in Florida. 

d. Any other relief this Court deems equitable and proper under the circumstances. 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 

Ms. Booker hereby demands a jury trial on all issues so triable. 

Respectfully submitted on January 2, 2020, by, 
/s/ Bryan J. Geiger 
Bryan J. Geiger, Esq. 
FL Bar # 119168 
BGeiger@SeraphLegal.com 

SERAPH LEGAL, P. A.
2002 E. 5th Ave., Suite 104 
Tampa, FL 33605 
Tel: 813-567-1230 
Fax: 855-500-0705
Counsel for Plaintiff 

EXHIBIT LIST 

A Plain Green Welcome Email to Ms. Booker 

B Plain Green Collection Email to Ms. Booker, February 20, 2019 

C Plain Green Collection Email to Ms. Booker, March 4, 2019 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on January 2, 2020, a copy of the foregoing was filed 
electronically via the Florida e-filing portal. 

/s/ Bryan J. Geiger 
Bryan J. Geiger, Esq. 
FL Bar # 119168 
BGeiger@SeraphLegal.com 
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EXHIBIT A 
Plain Green Welcome Email to Ms. Booker, January 8, 2019 
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Plain Green Collection Email to Ms. Booker, February 20, 2019 
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EXHIBIT B 
Plain Green Collection Email to Ms. Booker, February 20, 2019 
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EXHIBIT C 
Plain Green Collection Email to Ms. Booker, March 4, 2019 
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